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Parent Survey Results about CLOSURE and REOPENING

➢ Obstacles for Families during 19-20 Closure
○ Managing work and home (52.4%)
○ No Obstacles (25.6%)
○ Completing Daily Attendance (22.7%)

➢ Top 3 Concerns for 20-21 SY
○ Having my child/children gain effective instruction and learning opportunities (65.8%)
○ Having my child/children get back into a solid routine (61.4%)
○ Social Aspect for my child/children (specifically having my child(ren) with friends/peers) (46.6%)

62.8% of parents believe 
having school open is 
very important to their 
family 



Parent Survey Results about TYPES OF PROGRAMMING

62% of parents want 
traditional programming

77.7% of parents could 
keep their kids home on 
certain days



Parent Survey Results 
about 

PROGRAMMING
OPTIONS

67.9% of parents will send 
child/ren to 
FC traditional or FC cyber

67.9% like the MT/RF schedule if 
grouping is needed



Parent Survey Results regarding FACE COVERINGS & TRANSPORTATION 
FACE MASK

➢ If safety face masks are required for students to wear, will you send your child to school?
○ 40.9% Yes
○ 31.5% No
○ 27.6% Maybe

➢ No Face Mask requirement--Yes replies jumped to 74.6 %

TRANSPORTATION
➢ Capacity 

○ Full Capacity, No Face Mask (45.6% completely comfortable, 31.7% mostly comfortable)
○ Full Capacity, With Face Mask (25.8% completely comfortable, 41.3% mostly comfortable)
○ Social Distance, No Face Mask (44.3% completely comfortable, 40% mostly comfortable)
○ Social Distance, With Face Mask (30.7% completely comfortable, 40.1% mostly comfortable)

➢ 79.1% parents out of 511 said they would use the bus for transportation 



Parent Survey Results about RETURNING
Of survey respondents, 86.5% of parents are having children return to FC

Majority of our 
families have 
reliable wifi

The District 
worked with about 
30 families 
District-wide to 
gain wifi 
opportunities 
during closure

Parent Survey Results about RELIABLE 
WIFI



PA Dept of Health
Current Mandates



Does the Order of the Secretary of the PA Department of Health Requiring Universal Face Coverings apply to children and 
adults while in schools?

Yes, this Order applies to all individuals while in school entities, including public K-12 schools, brick and mortar 
and cyber charter schools, private and parochial schools, career and technical centers (CTCs), intermediate units (IUs); 
educational programming for students in non-educational placements such as residential settings (boarding schools), 
residential facilities, detention centers, and hospital settings; PA Pre-K Counts, Head Start Programs and Preschool Early 
Intervention programs; and Private Academic Nursery Schools and locally funded prekindergarten activities.
 
For the safety of students, staff and families, and to avoid community spread of COVID-19, students and staff are considered to 
be members of the public who are congregating in indoor locations. As such, they are required to adhere to this Order.
 

The Order is effective immediately and applies to all children aged two and older.
 
Why did the Secretary of the PA Department of Health issue this Order?

The Secretary issued this Order to continue to protect all in the Commonwealth from the spread of COVID-19, mindful of the 
need to slow the increase in the number of cases as the Commonwealth reopens and in order to avoid the resurgence that is 
overwhelming the health care systems and public health systems in other states who have been less successful in reopening 
than the Commonwealth.

Is this Order temporary?
This Order remains in effect until further notice.

FACE COVERINGS

https://www.governor.pa.gov/newsroom/gov-wolf-sec-of-health-signs-expanded-mask-wearing-order/


Under what circumstances are students permitted to remove their face coverings (e.g. masks and face shields)?
 

Schools may allow students to remove their face coverings when students are: 
1.       Eating or drinking when spaced at least 6 feet apart;
2.       Seated at desks or assigned work spaces at least 6 feet apart; or
3.       Engaged in any activity at least 6 feet apart  

 
Do students with disabilities need to wear face coverings?
 
Any student who cannot wear a mask or face shield due to a medical condition, including those with respiratory 
issues that impede breathing, a mental health condition, or disability, and students who would be unable to remove a 
mask without assistance are not required to wear face coverings.  Individuals who are communicating or seeking to 
communicate with someone who is hearing impaired or who has another disability, where the ability to see the 
mouth is essential to communication, are not required to wear a mask; however, individuals should consider 
using another type of face covering such as a plastic face shield.
 



Under current guidance from the PA Department of Health and regional Health Departments, 
anyone who travels out-of-state to "an area where there are high amounts of COVID-19 cases" is 
recommended to: 

* Self-quarantine for 14 calendar days before returning to work

   OR

* Have two COVID-19 tests with negative readings at least 48 hours apart

If you travel to the following states, you will need to quarantine for 14 days upon return:

Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Louisiana, Mississippi, 

Nevada, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah

TRAVELING



Whenever an emergency shall arise which the board of school directors of any school district in the performance of 

its duties could not during the prescribed length of school days, number of days per week, anticipate or foresee, and 

which emergency shall result in any such school district being unable to provide for the attendance of all pupils or 

usual hours of classes, it shall be found as a fact by the school directors of any school district and so recorded on the 

minutes of a regular or special meeting of such board and certified to the Superintendent of Public Instruction1, and 

such board of school directors, subject to the approval of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, shall have power to 

put into operation in such school district any one or more of the temporary provisions hereinafter provided for, but in 

no event shall such temporary provisions remain in effect for a period of more than four years after they are first put 

into effect.

PROGRAMMING



PA Dept of 
Education

Statewide Research Study



Centered on formulating multiple 
Strategies to reduce exposure in schools:

● Physical Distancing
● Wearing Masks
● Ventilation
● Outdoor Setting for large groups
● Cleaning & Sanitation
● Testing



Learning loss & remote learning

Reading

The closure of schools in spring 2020 is likely to lead to 
substantial learning loss and potentially exacerbate 
existing inequities.

One estimate based on prior literature and analyses of 
typical summer learning problems indicates that students 
will lose one-third of the expected progress from the 
previous year in reading and half of the expected progress 
in math and that learning losses may be greater for 
younger students (Kuhfeld et al., 2020). 
(https://www.edworkingpapers.com/ai20-226)

Math

Another estimate based on progress in an online math 
program used before and after schools closed in March 
suggested that students’ progress in math decreased by 
about half in classrooms located in low-income ZIP codes, 
by one-third in classrooms in middle-income ZIP codes, 
and not at all in classrooms in high-income ZIP codes 
(Goldstein, 2020). 
(https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/05/us/coronavirus-e
ducation-lost-learning.html)

Despite the absence of rigorous evidence on best 
practices in blended and remote learning, research 
suggests the likely importance of maintaining 
engagement when students are learning at home, 
and some practices that show promise.



Largest Challenge
Transportation: Getting students to school during the pandemic will require ingenuity, a diversity of 
approaches, and additional resources.

Almost all respondents believed transportation to and from school to be one of the single greatest challenges to successful 
school reopening. Respondents noted that existing school bus capacity, availability of trained and reliable drivers, and 
resources to expand transportation services on short notice are extremely limited.

● Physical distancing
● Requiring students, drivers, and aides to wear masks on buses, even if they are not required during 

the rest of the school day 
● Increasing ventilation by opening windows whenever possible to reduce aerosol transmission
● Adopting strategic student placement to coordinate pick up and drop off locations to minimize

unnecessary contact with other students, including assigning students’ seating with those first on in the 
back of the vehicle and last on at the front of the bus and vice versa on the return trip

● Respondents believed that school entities should expect that a larger portion of parents or other family 
members compared with previous years will transport students to and from schools themselves. 



Outcomes from REL Mid Atlantic Report

● Monitoring health: Schools might be better served by quickly intervening on students with 
COVID-19-consistent symptoms than by attempting to screen all students daily

● Hygiene and sanitization: Respondents expect that schools will adopt healthy hygiene practices 
and increased sanitization and cleaning

● Physical space: Distancing in classrooms will require varied schedules.
● Expanded use of outdoor spaces could reduce transmission but would be logistically challenging, 

especially in dense urban areas
● Remote learning requires reconceiving how we measure attendance
● Inequity in access: Challenges include access to devices and access to broadband
● Effective remote instruction requires focusing on professional learning and school entity-level 

consistency in implementing the variety of platforms employed
● Supporting social and emotional wellness is a key goal for the return to school.





CDC Foundation
7 Characteristics 























HEALTH & SAFETY 
TEMPLATE

5 Areas of Concern
 for Reopening

1.Type of Academic Programming
2.Social Distancing Protocols
3.Health Monitoring
4.Specific Considerations
5.Cleaning, Sanitizing, Disinfecting, and Ventilation



Instructional/Learning Options:
❏ Traditional (5 Days)
❏ Hybrid

❏ A/B Groups 
❏ 2 Days On/3 Distance
❏ Week 1 / Week 2

❏ District Cyber

District Options:
❏ Alter Calendar
❏ Alter Start / End
❏ Alter Instructional Schedule

Type of 
Academic 

Programming



Programming

Traditional

Pros:
~all students
~most closely to regular school 
day
~help parents go back to work

Cons:
~social distancing is difficult
~kids have to wear masks
~long day
~make have close or alternate to 
A/B schedule

A/B Schedule

Pros:
~consistent whether 
green/yellow phase

Cons:
~sibling compatibility
~Monday and Friday even 
scheduling
~consistency

Cyber

Pros:
~high risk students needs can be 
met
~another option
~less cost to district than state 
cyber

Cons:
~lack of social aspect
~concerns about consistency
~ability to move back to 
traditional



Programming

Calendar

Pros:
~ability to modify
~can go distance/cyber at any 
time

Cons:
~need summer to plan

Start/Dismissal Times

Pros:
~shorten day for age 
appropriateness
~better to shorten day than A/B 
schedule

Cons:
~daycare for parents

Daily Schedule

Pros:
~meet needs of students
~ability to follow regs and 
recommendation

Cons:
~teachers need to adapt and be 
flexible



Discussion on Reopening Type--Elem

Green Yellow



Recommendation for Reopening

Wednesday, July 15



Questions:

❏ Transportation
❏ Classrooms
❏ Cafeterias
❏ Hallways
❏ Large Academic Areas
❏ Outdoor Spaces
❏ Restrooms
❏ Visitors

Social 
Distancing
Protocols



DURING SCHOOL DAY 

Classroom/Learning 
Spaces

Pros:
~ability to modify
~5.5 ft can maintain 20 kids
~plexiglass guards have been 
requested through Cares Act

Cons:
~not 6 ft
~students need to stay in area

Cafeteria

Pros:
~making gymnasium into cafe
~students able to eat outside 
classroom

Cons:
~need to say  6 ft apart
~will take extra time

Hallways

Pros:
~one way hallways
~maintain traditional setting

Cons:
~students will need to follow 
signage
~will take extra time



DAILY SCHEDULING/PROGRAMMING 

Recess/Physical Ed

Pros:
~need to be creative
~not the norm

Cons:
~need to keep 6ft
~students will need to listen

Materials

Pros:
~need to have separate materials 
for each student
~costly

Cons:
~need to keep ahold of individual 
items
~Unified arts will be push in 
program to reg classroom setting

Hygiene Practices

Pros:
~keep good hygiene as priority
~work to teach students 
importance of handwashing as 
strategy to mitigate virus

Cons:
~time consuming
~need to build into daily schedule



TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS

Bus

Pros:
~2 per seat with mask on
~probably need bus monitor

Cons:
~monitor is costly
~need students to abide by rules 
about masks

Drop off/Pick up

Pros:
~minimize amount of students on 
buses
~need to coordinate drop off/pick 
up time

Cons:
~one entrance and exit
~need to coordinate drop off/pick 
up time

Sports



OTHER SAFETY PROTOCOLS

Students Employees Visitors

~none at this time
~parents only allowed in office 
area

~no holiday parties



Discussion on Reopening Type--Elem

Green Yellow



Recommendation for Reopening

Elementary

Wednesday, July 15



Questions:

❏ Signs of Illness
❏ Monitoring
❏ Notifications
❏ Quarantine/Isolation
❏ Contact Tracing
❏ Return to School

Health 
Monitoring



HEALTH MONITORING PROTOCOLS

Students

~no temp taking due to lack of 
validity

~masks are mandated unless 6 ft

~watch for symptoms

Employees

~no temp taking due to lack of 
validity

~masks are mandated unless 6ft

~watch for symptoms

Return

~needs dr release or negative 
covid test per DOH



Discussion on Reopening Type--Elem

Green Yellow



Questions:

❏ Face Coverings/Shields
❏ High Risk Individuals
❏ Substitute 
❏ Restrooms
❏ Additional Handwashing
❏ Visitors

Specific 
Considerations



OTHER SAFETY PROTOCOLS

Students

~masks are mandated unless 6 ft

~specific programming for high 
risk through Pupil Service Dept

Employees

~masks are mandated unless 6 ft

~high risk are addressed through
Family Cares Act and Employee 
accoomodations

Visitors

~no visitors until DOH allows



Discussion on Reopening Type--Elem

Green Yellow



Questions:

❏ Custodian / Cleaners
❏ Disinfecting all high traffic 

areas
❏ Ventilation Protocols

Cleaning, 
Sanitizing, 

Disinfecting, and 
Ventilation



BUILDING AREAS

Classrooms

~disinfecting and cleaning each 
night

~purell wipes used on desks 
during the day

Hallways

~Add cleaner to daylight for 
cleaning during day

~Wipe down throughout day

Restrooms

~Add cleaner to daylight for 
cleaning during day

~Wipe down throughout day



BUILDING AREAS

Cafeterias

~Add cleaner to daylight for 
cleaning during day

~Wipe down throughout day

~Use commercial grade cleaners

Gyms

~Add cleaner to daylight for 
cleaning during day

~Wipe down throughout day

~Use commercial grade cleaners

Entrances

~Add cleaner to daylight for 
cleaning during day

~Wipe down throughout day

~Use commercial grade cleaners



BUILDING AREAS

Buses

~Sanitize between runs

~Use commercial grade cleaners

Offices

~Add cleaner to daylight for 
cleaning during day

~Wipe down throughout day

~Use commercial grade cleaners

Large Areas

~Add cleaner to daylight for 
cleaning during day

~Wipe down throughout day

~Use commercial grade cleaners



Discussion on Reopening Type--Elem

Green Yellow



Recommendation for Reopening

Elementary

Wednesday, July 15



Other items:



Reminder---next meeting 
Wednesday, July 15, 6:30 PM


